In this paper we present the Brep-index, a multidimensional space partitioning data structure that provides quick spatial access to the vertices, edges and faces of a boundary representation (Brep), thus yielding a single uni ed representation for polyhedral solids. We give an algorithm for the construction of the Brep-index and prove its correctness.
Introduction
Most data structures that exist for representing polyhedral solids can be categorized either as boundary-based or as volume-based. Each category has certain bene ts not found in the other and therefore, many geometric modeling systems use both. Typically, a boundary representation (Brep) is used as the primary representation with a separate volume-based directory aiding the retrieval of vertices, and possibly edges and faces from the Brep. The directory improves the e ciency of volume-based operations such as the point/solid and the line/solid classi cations. 1 While much of the emphasis is placed on correctly and e ciently creating Breps, an e cient spatial analysis of a correctly created Brep is equally important for applications that repeatedly reason about solids. Collision detection, and the tracking of contact between moving objects are two examples. 2;3 It is with such applications in mind, that a volume-based representation is introduced that can be integrated with a Brep to yield a single uni ed representation. We call the new representation a Brep-index. Speci cally, we construct a multidimensional space partitioning (MSP) tree with the vertices, edges, and faces of the Brep forming the fringe of the tree. We take advantage of the Brep's static nature knowing that it will not undergo any further changes. We do this by preprocessing the Brep to optimize volume-based access to its elements.
The MSP tree is a direct extension of the binary space partition (BSP) tree. We begin this paper with Section 2 by reviewing the classi cation methods obtained with the BSP trees. In Section 3 we specify the algorithm for the construction of the Brep-index and give implementational details in Section 4. Unlike the complex algorithms needed for Breps, the point/solid and the line/solid classi cation problems can be solved both robustly and e ciently, and with the additional advantage of knowing exactly which topological elements of the Brep the point and line intersects, as described in Section 5. In the last section we conclude by describing several application of the Brep-index.
A Look at Binary Space Partition Trees
Before we describe the Brep-index in detail, we begin by reviewing the BSP tree. 4 We then discuss how the BSP tree supports the point/solid and the line/solid classi cations.
BSP trees can represent solids with planar boundaries. For a given solid in d-space, a d-dimensional BSP tree hierarchically decomposes the space into ddimensional convex regions. The root node of a BSP tree represents the entire space. Each internal node contains an oriented cut plane that cuts the region represented by the node into two open subregions, one above and one below the cut plane. The leaves represent regions that are either completely inside or completely outside the solid. The leaf regions are de ned as the intersection of the halfspaces along the path from the root to the region nodes. In Figure 1 we show a simple nonconvex solid with ve faces and a corresponding BSP tree. By convention, the left child of a node (marked ? in the gure) denotes the halfspace below the cut plane; the right child denotes the halfspace above the cut plane. The solid is obtained from the BSP tree as the closure of the union of all the interior leaf regions. Note that since the cut planes can be chosen in di erent order there is no unique BSP tree for a solid. With the number of faces, n, O(n 3 ) is a trivial upper bound on the size of the BSP tree.
Above Below Result   in  in  in  in  out  on  out  in  on  out  out  out  in/out  on  on  on in/out on Table 1 . Result of a point/solid classi cation when the point lands on a splitting plane. See Figure 4 .
Point/Solid Classi cation
A point/solid classi er is a function that determines whether a point is inside, outside or on the boundary of a solid. Given a BSP tree representation for a solid, the function proceeds by \passing" the point starting from the root down to a leaf of the tree. The speci c leaf node reached indicates whether the point is inside or outside the solid. If the point lies on the cut plane of an interior node, the classi cation depends on an evaluation of both subtrees.
Consider the situation in which the point lies on the cut plane of an interior node r. The point is passed to both subtrees, and is ultimately classi ed at several leaves below r. These classi cations are percolated up to r and combined. The two classi cations reaching r from the left and the right subtree are combined as indicated in Table 1 . For details see Thibault and Naylor. 4 Examples of the three possible outcomes are shown in Figure 2 . The average cost of the point/solid classi cation is linear in the height of the tree. For balanced BSP trees this can be done in O(log n) for n faces in the solid when the point lies inside a leaf region. 5 When the point lies on k cut planes, for 1 k n, as is the case when the point is on the boundary of the solid, it takes O(k + k log n k ) time since k paths, each of at most logn height, need to be searched. In the worst case, the height of the tree is proportional to the number of faces. This occurs in particular for convex bodies. It then takes O(n). In such situations, e ciency can be improved by considering also cut planes that do not contain faces. 6;7
Line/Solid Classi cation
The line/solid classi er is a function that takes a line segment and returns what portions of the line segment are outside, on, and inside the solid. The function is an extension of the point/solid classi cation function described above. The line segment is ltered through the BSP tree. At each internal node the line segment is checked against the cut plane and split if it crosses the cut plane. The segments above and below the cut plane are then considered recursively, and their corresponding classi cations are combined and returned.
At an internal node of a tree there are four cases to consider, depending on whether the line is above, below, on, or crosses the cut plane. For the two cases of the line segment lying entirely above or below the cut plane, the line segment is simply passed down into the appropriate subtree.
When the line segment crosses the cut plane, the intersection point is computed and inserted into the list between the two endpoints of the line segment. The new segments are then passed down the appropriate subtrees, and their results are combined.
When the line segment lies in the cut plane, some di culties arise in that the classi cation depends on both subtrees and that the new segments resulting from classifying the segment in the left subtree need not be the same as the segments resulting from the right subtree. The solution to this lies in rst obtaining the INSIDE/ON/OUTSIDE segments from the left subtree, and then classifying each one individually in the right subtree. When a segment reaches a leaf node, the classi cation of the line segment, given by c 1 , is changed in relation to the label of the region, given by c 2 , as shown in Table 2 . Figure 3 show graphically an example of a line segment a; g] that is partitioned into six segments. Given the list If the BSP tree is balanced, the cost of classifying a segment is O(k + k log n k ) where k is the number of cut planes that either contain a part of the segment or intersect it. Note that this is the same as for the point/solid classi cation. The only di erence is that here k is typically much higher.
Discussion of the BSP Trees
Fuchs, Kedem and Naylor have proposed the BSP tree as a data structure for ordering polygons in 3-space in a hidden surface problem. The planes of the polygons are the cut planes of the BSP tree. Each internal node maintains a set of polygons contained in that plane. As new polygons are inserted into the BSP tree, they are cut by planes of the BSP tree. This way a polygon does not cross any plane along the path from the root node to the node containing the polygon. With the addition of the polygons to the BSP tree, it is possible to spatially order and thus render the polygons given any view point in space.
However, in other applications, more information may be required than the BSP tree can deliver. For example, Van e cek has looked at the problem of generating grids for nite di erencing strategies to integrate di erential equations, using only BSP trees. 12 We would like to know not only where a grid line intersects the boundary as obtained by the BSP tree, but also which part of the boundary, so that proper boundary conditions can be accounted for. In practice, this information could be determined by analyzing the nodes on the path to the root, in the BSP tree. However, the computation would be cumbersome.
More importantly, to increase the robustness of line/solid classi cations, it is desirable to know which part of the boundary the segment is close to, as this could impact whether to subdivide it or not. In that situation, the BSP tree again does not deliver su cient information conveniently.
As we will see, the Brep-index solves both problems simply.
Constructing the BRep-Index
To overcome the classi cation limitations of BSP trees, we extend the BSP tree into a multidimensionalstructure which enables us to unify it with a Brep. A similar idea was independently proposed by Naylor but not elaborated. 9 The idea was partly motivated by the cut-trees of Dobkin and Edelsbrunner. 10 The Consider an oriented plane. We denote the plane, the open halfspace above the plane, and the open halfspace below the plane as P 0 , P +1 and P ?1 respectively (where appropriate we simply write the plane as P and drop the superscript). A plane thus partitions space into three regions. We can recursively partition each of the three regions into smaller regions using additional planes. This way, the recursive partitioning of space by the cut planes results in a set of convex regions. The recursive partitioning can be represented as a ternary tree. This is the MSP tree. Each node n in the tree represents a region R(n) which is de ned as the intersection of the planes and halfspaces obtained along the path from the root to n. If n is an internal node, then the region R(n) is partitioned by a plane P(n) that intersects R(n). As an example, Figure 4 shows the path from the root, n 1 , to a node n 4 . The region R(n 4 ) is P ?1 (n 1 ) \ P 0 (n 2 ) \ P +1 (n 3 );
and dim ? R(n 4 ) = 2. Just like the BSP trees, an MSP tree can be constructed to represent a solid with planar faces. If the three-dimensional leaf regions are labeled inside or outside and the two, one and zero-dimensional regions are labeled inside, on, or outside according to how they lie in relation to the solid, then the union of all the regions inside and the regions on the boundary represents the volume of the solid.
Consider now a solid S given as a boundary representation, B, consisting of the sets of vertices V (B), edges E(B), and faces F(B) and some su cient set of topological adjacency relationships. We de ne T (B) to be the set of all the topological entities of B, T (B) = V (B) E(B) F(B); and refer to its elements as k-faces, for 0 k 2. The 0-faces are the vertices, the 1-faces are the edges, and the 2-faces are the faces of F(B). What we want to do is to spatially partition the set T (B) into singletons using the MSP tree idea so that the region R(n) of each leaf node n in the tree is either inside, or outside the solid, or is exactly equal to one of the k-faces of T (B). This is hard to do and for many nonconvex solids it is impossible. However, if we fragment the k-faces of T (B) and allow several regions to cover a given k-face, such a spatial partitioning is always possible. Fragmentation means that we allow faces to be cut into several subfaces by introducing edges and vertices.
With an oriented plane we can cut the k-faces of T (B) that cross the plane so that every resulting k-face is either completely above, on or below the plane. The operation T (B 0 ) = Cut P ? T (B) performs this task by changing Brep B into a BRep B 0 . Thus T R (B 0 ) T R (B) .
With this operation we can recursively cut space into regions and guarantee that no k-face lies in more than one region. Assuming that for a given region R no k-face of T (B) lies both inside and outside R, we let T R (B) = x 2 T (B) x R (2) be the set of k-faces of B lying inside R. Now, given that T R (B 0 ) is the result of Cut P ? T R (B) , the set of k-faces can be partitioned into three sets corresponding to the k-faces lying above, on or below the plane, T R (B 0 ) = T R\P +1 (B 0 ) T R\P 0 (B 0 ) T R\P ?1 (B 0 ):
We can continue this cutting recursively on each of the three sets until at most a single k-face is left in each of the partitions. Consider that one of the partitions of Eq. (3) is empty. Since all k-faces lie on the boundary of the solid, the absence of any k-face indicates that the region is completely inside or outside the solid. Because the constructed MSP tree must have an inside or an outside label associated with the region, this needs to be computed. However, if we cleverly choose the cut planes, the relationship of the region to the interior of the solid is known implicitly without having to compute it. We want the convention that if T R\P +1 (B 0 ) is empty, then R \ P +1 lies outside the solid, and if T R\P ?1 (B 0 ) is empty, then R \ P ?1 lies inside the solid. We also make a convention that T R\P (B 0 ) can never be empty. To obtain these conventions, we place restriction on the choice of cut planes we can use. We say that a cut plane is valid if it satis es four conditions of the following de nition.
De nition 1 The plane P is a valid cut plane for T R (B), if (i) dim(P \ R) = dim(R) ? 1, (ii) there is some x 2 T R (B) for which dim(x) + 1 = dim(R) and x P, (iii) there is no x 2 T R (B) such that dim(x) + 1 < dim(R) and all y 2 T R (B) which are adjacent to x lie in only one halfspace, and (iv) R \ P +1 \ rcS 6 = ; and R \ P ?1 \ S 6 = ;, where B is the BRep for solid S. Here cS is the complement of S and rS is the regularization of S. 11 The de nition states that we must choose a cut plane in such a way that it crosses the region, that it contains a k-face, that it avoids inappropriately grazing the boundary, and that it has a known orientation. The rst condition forces the plane to always partition a region into three sets. The second condition forces a cut plane to pass through some k-face for k = dim(R) ? 1, therefore avoids useless cuts through space not containing the boundary of the solid. The third condition guarantees that each resulting nonempty region, R, always contains a k-face of dimension k = dim(R). The fourth condition xes the orientation of the plane. Since P can have one of two orientations, we choose an orientation of P in which the positive halfspace in not entirely inside the solid and in which the negative halfspace in not entirely outside.
As an example of a valid cut plane, visualize a two-dimensional region containing six zero-faces, six one-faces, and one two-face as shown in Figure 5 . Of the two cut planes shown, P 1 is a valid cut plane. Plane P 2 violates Condition (iii) of the de nition. The use of P 2 would result in a tree node corresponding to a onedimensional region lying on P 2 that would violate our labeling convention|both subregion above and below any cut plane of that node would have to be labeled as outside. Thus for that node there would not exist a valid cut plane.
Without this convention, we would always have to determine whether the regions are inside or outside. The following lemma shows that with the use of valid cut planes, we always know which subregion is inside and which is outside.
Lemma 1 Let Proof. We prove the three parts in turn.
(i) Consider the region R \ P +1 . From Condition (iv) of De nition 1, R \ P +1 \ rcS 6 = ;; which, written another way is, (R \ P +1 \ cS) (R \ P +1 \ @S) 6 = ;; where @S is the boundary of S. However, since T R\P +1 (R 0 ) = ; this becomes R \ P +1 \ cS 6 = ;: Since the region is convex and does not cross the boundary of S, we have R \ P +1 cS:
That is, it is completely outside the solid.
(ii) Given T R\P (B 0 ) = fxg, we know that x R \ P from Eq.(2). Now suppose that x 6 = R \ P. Then dim(x) > 0 and there must be some y 2 T R\P (B 0 ) which is adjacent to x and for which dim(y) = dim(x) ? 1. Since there is no such y, then x = R \ P. 
Since we are interested in the building of the Brep-index for B and not one of its fragmented B 0 we can attach the MSP tree to B instead of B 0 using Eq.(4). Figure 6 . The tree has seventeen nodes; some are shown superimposed for readability.
Consider the nonconvex solid of Figure 1 and the partition of its top face shown in Figure 6 . The corresponding subtree of the Brep-index is shown in Figure 7 . The subtree has seventeen internal nodes. In the gure, four similar subtrees are superimposed to improve readability, as indicated by the parallel edges.
Using the above formalisms, we can now state the algorithm for creating the Brep-index. Otherwise, assign Above(n) the subtree generated recursively starting with
Step (i) and T R\P +1 (B 1 ). Let B 2 be the nal BRep. Below: If T R\P ?1 (B 2 ) = fg then Below(n) = inside, and let B 3 = B 2 .
Otherwise, if T R\P ?1 (B 2 ) = fxg then Below(n) = y, where x y 2 T (B), and let B 3 = B 2 .
Otherwise, assign Below(n) the subtree generated recursively starting with
Step (i) and T R\P ?1 (B 2 ). Let B 3 be the nal BRep. On: If T R\P (B 3 ) = fxg then assign On(n) = y, where x y 2 T (B), and let B 4 = B 3 . Otherwise, assign On(n) the subtree generated recursively starting with
Step (i) and T R\P (B 3 ). Let B 4 = B 3 . (iv) Return n along with the nal BRep B 4 .
The above algorithm is based on the assumption that we are fragmenting a single Brep without copying it. After a cut, we would like to treat the sets of kfaces below, on and above the cut plane as three independent sets. However, since we rst recursively partition the region above the cut plane, the fragmentation occuring in that region causes fragmentation to occur in the region lying on the cut plane. Thus the topological adjacency connectivity of the k-faces of the Brep causes a pseudoindependence between regions. We say that adjacent regions are pseudoindependent. Since anything that occurs in the subregions above the cut plane is truly independent from the subregion below but not in the subregion on the cut plane, we have to partition the on region last, and carry the changes occuring in one over to the other two.
We can derive a trivial lower bound on the size of the constructed MSP tree using Algorithm BI. Proof. Consider Algorithm BI. Since we are interested in the lower bound assume w.l.o.g. that B can be partitioned by cut planes correctly ordered so that no fragmentation occurs. Initially there is one region, E d . Since no two edges are collinear and no two faces are coplanar, any hyperplane contains at most one k-face. Each kface partitions the enclosing (k + 1)-dimensional region into three subregions. That is, one region is replaced with three. Therefore, each k-face contributes two regions to the original region E d . 2
The theorem shows that the Brep-index of a 2D polygon with v vertices, and e edges partitions space into at least 1 + 2v + 2e regions. Since a ternary tree with n leaves has (n ? 1)=2 internal nodes, we get v + e as the number of internal nodes.
For 3D, the theorem states that the number of regions and the number of internal nodes of the Brep-index is at least 1 + 2(v + e + f) and (v + e + f), respectively, where v, e, and f is the number of vertices, edges and faces, respectively. When colinear edges and coplanar faces are allowed, we have 1 + 2(v + e 0 + f 0 ) for the minimum number of regions, where e 0 and f 0 is the number of maximal faces and edges in B. A maximal face consists of all the connected faces lying in a given plane. A maximal edge is de ned similarly.
Implementing Algorithm BI
The Brep-index can be constructed for all major boundary representations proposed in the literature. 13;14;15;16;17;18 The construction of the Brep-index requires simple Euler operators 18 to perform local topological changes, and also requires the operation to split a face by a cutting plane robustly.
Algorithm BI is simpler to implement incrementally. As the MSP tree is being created, fragmentation occurs in the Brep. Since the regions are pseudoindependent, keeping track of all k-faces to be processed in adjacent regions is tedious. Maintaining the contents of the regions can be avoided if the MSP tree is partially created by rst processing only the faces. In this way the created edges and vertices are maintained within the Brep without the need to keep track of which regions they belong to. Once the faces are processed, the partially created MSP tree is expanded by processing the edges. As with the faces, edges are split and vertices are created. After all edges are processed, the vertices are processed last. It is thus easier to do the faces, edges and vertices separately.
Consider now the cut-plane selection. The constructive proof of Theorem 1 shows the process for selecting a valid cut plane. For most regions there are several valid cut planes to choose from. However, since eventually all the k-faces in the region will be selected during subsequent partitioning in other regions, the choice is arbitrary. Di erent selection order results in a di erent but functionally equivalent trees.
Before the cut plane is declared valid, Condition (iii) of De nition 1 is checked. This is done by classifying the vertices adjacent to the k-faces in the region and checking the adjacent edges of the vertices lying on the cut plane. If all adjacent edges are found to lie on only one side of the cut plane, the plane is rejected and another k-face is selected as a candidate for another cut plane.
Once the MSP tree is fully created, the leaf regions that contain the boundary of the solid point to the various k-faces of the fragmented Brep B 0 . What we want, however, is for the leaves to reference the canonical Brep B. This can be done in two ways. The rst is to compress B 0 to obtain B, and simultaneously update the MSP tree. Basically any vertex with two adjacent and colinear edges is replaced along with the two edges with a single edge, and the three MSP references are made to reference the new edge. The same holds for an edge with two coplanar and adjacent faces. Although conceptually simple, this way requires an intermediate UNION-FIND data structure to e ciently update the MSP references. The other way requires double the space but no intermediate structure. Before creating the MSP tree, the Brep B is copied. The copy has a property that each entity node indirectly references its twin node in B. The copied Brep is then fragmented and subsequently thrown out. Its use is served in that whenever after being fragmented one of its k-faces is referenced, the twin k-face of the canonical Brep is used instead, as shown in Eq.(4).
Robust Point and Line Classi cation
The usefulness of the MSP tree lies in the classi cation of points and lines. Given a point p and a leaf region R de ned by Eq.(1), p is in R if and only if p 2 P ri i for i = 1; : : :; n. That is, given the MSP tree we can determine which region the point lies in by traversing a sinlge path in the tree starting from the root and comparing the point against the oriented planes in each node visited. Once we nd the leaf region, we also know what boundary entity the point lies on, or whether it is inside or outside the solid. The same holds for line/segment classi cation. In a manner similar to the classi cation routine for the BSP tree, we obtain a sequence of classi cations along the line along with the exact entities that the line touches or pierces on the boundary.
However, in implementingthese classi cation routines we have to take robustness of the routines into account. Since the exact answer to \a lying on b" cannot be given precisely in oating point arithmetic, the classi cations depend on a tolerance > 0. We assume that is less than half the minimum distance between any two nonincident topological entities in the Brep and has a lower bound that depends on the machine precision. Refer to Figure 8 for an example, and consider the result of classifying a point p lying in a face f for three di erent values of , where 0 < 1 < 2 < 3 . With 1 , p is found to lie on face f since p is below both P 1 and P 2 ; with 2 it is found to lie on edge e 1 since p is on P 1 and below P 2 ; with 3 it is on the vertex v since it lies on both P 1 and P 2 .
Recall that a di erent ordering of the cut planes results in di erent but functionally equivalent trees. Ho mann and Van e cek have shown that for > 0 a single point may have di erent classi cations depending on the speci c MSP tree used. 19 This occurs because a point may lie as far as ( = cos 2 ) from an edge or a vertex, and still be classi ed as being within the region of the edge or a vertex. Here is the acute angle between the adjacent faces of the edge, or the largest angle between any two adjacent faces of a vertex. Only for face will a point always be found to lie within . Thus to get consistent classi cations of points, all points must be classi ed against a canonical BRep-index using an that is close to machine precision.
The cost of classifying a point is equal to the length of the path from the root to a leaf node. An intuitive way to classify the line is to pass the line segment down the tree, split the line segment whenever it crosses P(n) at a node n, and classify the portions above, on, and below recursively. This approach, however, gives incorrect results when the line segment forms a very small angle with a cutting plane. Figure 10 shows a line segment,`, close to vertex v. Although`can be arbitrarily close to v, the line segment crosses plane P 1 arbitrarily far away from v, because of the small angle between P 1 and the line. So the point of intersection on P 1 and the two subsegments fall in the regions outside the solid (refer to Figure 8 for the tree). This is an incorrect classi cation, partly because the thickness of the region around the planes has not been well accounted for in the above approach. A correct classi cation is obtained when the interval of`passing through the regions of P 1 and P 2 is computed. The closest point r on`to v is computed by projecting v onto`.
We represent the line segment to be classi ed parametrically, as with t i < t i+1 representing the line intervals in the various support regions. Table 3 . Intervals below P ? , in P , and above P + for Algorithm LSC.
Since adjacent and equal elements in L signify the same classi cation between which the line is not penetrating a boundary of the solid, the duplicate elements are merged in
Step (ii). In
Step (iii), the boundary entities where the line segment penetrates the solid are determined, and adjacent boundary regions grazed by the line segment are removed. To understand this, consider again the example of Figure 10 . List L before applying Step (iii) is out; e 1 ; v; out]. We recognize that edge e 1 appearing in the list must be a result of the imposed tolerence around the edge and should be omitted from the list, yielding the correct classi cation out; (v; r); out . The proof goes like this. If e 1 appears in the list correctly, it is either being crossed transversally by the line segment, or it is collinear with it. Assume that it crosses transversally, then v should not appear in the list. Now assume that it is colinear with it, then either the line segment starts in the middle of e 1 , and the rst out should not appear, or else it starts outside the edge and there should also appear the other vertex of the edge.
The cost of classifying a line segment depends on the shape of the MSP tree and on the number of times the line segment is cut by a plane. Call this number k. If we assume a balanced MSP tree of size N, the cost in the worst case is O ? k + 3 blog 3 kc+1 (log 3 N ? blog 3 kc) :
This upper bound occurs when the k cuts occur at the very top of the tree thus causing 3 blog 3 kc+1 paths each of length (log 3 N ? blog 3 kc).
Conclusions and Future Goals
The Brep-index presented in this paper extends the BSP tree by explicitly partitioning all the cut planes in all lower dimensions. The data structure was intended to unify a boundary-based data structure with a volume-based data structure for the purpose of attaining a fast and robust classi cation of points and lines. It provides geometric support for rigid body simulation system Newton. 21;22 The Brep-index supplements ProtoSolid, a solid modeler, operating as a server to Newton. 16;2;3 The Common Lisp implementation uses the incremental method to create the Brepindex. It does not copy the Brep; it fragments and then reduces it to its canonical form. As part of this project, we are working on a fast collision detection and analysis algorithm by parallelizing the Brep-index. Since a simulation requires the testing of many pairs of objects for contact, each test can be performed on a separate hierarchical memory multiprocessor.
Although the multidimensional partitioning tree is presented here as a spatial directory for a Brep, it is also a complete representation for solids without the attached Brep. Unlike the BSP tree, it encodes the boundary of the solid explicitly. In an earlier paper we proposed rewrite rules with which we could compress the MSP. 19 For example, we've show how the tree of Figure 7 could be compressed to a minimal tree shown in Figure 11 by removing nodes with redundant cuts. The fragmented MSP tree consists of 17 internal nodes; this nal tree has only eight nodes. In this simple example, we achieved a reduction in the size of the tree by more than fty percent. Coincidentally, this compressed tree is minimal in size. However, our rules for compressing the MSP tree need a method for achieving a minimal size tree. There are several obstacles in nding such a method: First, it is di cult to formulate an e cient method for determining when a node contains a redundant cut plane. Second, it is not easy to nd a sequence of operations which pushes the redundant node to the bottom of the tree where it can be trivially removed. Naylor's achieves compact BSP trees by carefully selecting the cut planes so as to minimize fragmentation and attain balance. This approach could usefully supplement the B-rep index compression.
